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1.

The world is becoming hyperconnected

Human beings, machines and their surroundings are connected by trillions of tiny sensors,
which make our world hyperconnected. This development is called Internet of Things, Internet of
Everything, Programmable World and so on. These are all terms used to describe the
development towards evermore enhanced exchange of information between us and our
surroundings.
The hyperconnected technologies change the way to do business. The future business is all
about recognising the best new ways to create efficiency through better use of technology and
data. The joint effects of digitalisation, new sensor technologies, machine learning, robotics,
printable electronics, and the ability to gather vast amounts of data and often use it in real-time
alter the way businesses create and capture value now and in the future.
This briefing paper firstly describes four business cases of hyperconnected technologies that
have been co-created together with companies and researchers in the project called Towards
Digital Paradise. The paper shows how the increased availability of data moves businesses
from hunch to insight - in other words, how to base value creation on facts rather than educated
guesses. Secondly, this briefing paper aims to recognize the possibilities of using
hyperconnected technologies to improve human capabilities in the digitalized era.
Towards Digital Paradise is funded by Business Finland (former Tekes). The research teams
come from Demos Helsinki, VTT, Tampere University of Technology, the University of Lapland,
and the University of Oulu, which collaborate with Nokia, Skandal Technology, Streamr,
Innovation+, Napapiiri Hub of Barrabes, Premix and group of other companies.

2.

Six value creation models of

hyperconnected business
In the first phase of the Towards Digital Paradise -project, six distinct value creation models
were identified to describe the technological development that allows new perspectives to
business and strategy (Demos Helsinki 2016). These are obviously not the only ones, but they
play a key role in how successful businesses shape their operations, management, strategy,
and both long- and short-term development.
You may have heard of them before – many are used by companies now, and currently form the
foundations of some of the largest businesses in the world. The new insight is that these
value creation models will form the basis for value creation in the hyperconnected world,
and with some of them not yet mainstream, their effects will span the next decades. With the
right mix of these six models, organizations are able to capture temporary monopoly positions, if
they choose the right context in which to apply them. These six value creation models are
introduced below in greater detail.

1.

Smarter products and services

Products and services can be smart on three levels:
●

Being able to sense its own operation is a quality already embedded into many
products today. A product can “develop its own consciousness” by having its own
feedback loop, and be able to communicate information regarding maintenance, for
example. A typical example of this is the warning light in a car’s control panel, which
lights up to inform you when something is wrong.

●

Being aware of its environment means that the product can interact with information
from its surroundings and respond accordingly. For example, a smart radiator can detect
the weather outside and adjust inside temperature depending on this input.

●

Being aware of its context represents more sophisticated understanding. To continue
with the thermostat example, in this case the thermostat would be able to adjust its
temperature in anticipation of the personal preferences of individuals entering the room.
For example, when a tired guest ready to go to bed is about to arrive, the room will be
set a slightly cooler temperature in anticipation.

2.

R
 eal-time directed resources

Real-time directed resources can be understood through three levels, which are already used
by businesses to some extent. Based on the type of the information used, they can be
categorized followingly:
●

Using historical information can offer an advantage when investigating hidden
correlations in the company’s past data, for example. Using historical information can
pinpoint the factors of previous decision-making and guide behavior to correct mistakes
made in the past.

●

Using instant information in operations helps businesses find failures and respond to
critical situations faster. Instant information can pinpoint the factors that are in need of
attention right now, and help prioritising action and behavior to correct mistakes as fast
as possible.

●

Using predictive information is becoming more and more feasible, and it offers big
gains for example in healthcare. Using predictive information can pinpoint issues and
challenges before they arise, and offer insight for better decision-making by providing
“information from the future”.

3. Resource efficiency
Resource efficiency can be categorised into four models (Demos Helsinki 2015):
●

Sharing simply means increasing the utilisation rate of physical resources by distributing
and allocating their use more efficiently. This is a very typical and the most commonly
used model to improve resource smartness.

●

Optimisation refers to improving energy efficiency through, for example, new data
management, smart energy management and metering applications, as well as
track-and-trace logistics.

●

Refurbishment refers to improving the efficiency of physical assets by integrating
sensors into existing things, in order to create energy efficiency in the existing value
chain, product development and manufacturing.

●

Dematerialisation and smart substitution mean replacing resource-intensive practices
with new solutions. Examples include teleconferencing, virtual reality applications, and
the replacement of energy-intensive animal proteins in the food production chain with
something that takes fewer resources to produce.

4. Data commercialisation
New ways of using data take place in three spheres
●

Giving, using or selling data internally within the company’s internal value chain,
which a lot of companies are already doing.

●

Selling or giving data to companies in the same value chain can improve the
competitiveness of the business ecosystem due to new information links.

●

Selling or giving data externally to selected value networks (or to anyone) offers
possibilities to create value within a larger business ecosystem.

5.

“X-a-as-service” -models

Some of the greatest potential in the business models of today’s world lies in the change from
product sales to X-as-a-service models, often referred to as the Outcome Economy or
Servitization. In this model, abilities or functions (such as mobility), are offered in the form of a
service, traditionally through the purchase of a product (such as a car). X-as-a-service
business models entail that companies compete in their ability to produce results and
provide services rather than their ability to sell products. These service models aim at
differentiation and/or cost leadership, often providing both.
One aspect of the X-as-a-service business model is the transfer of risk from the customer to
the provider, since the providing companies are in charge of the assets used to produce the
service. This naturally requires new forms of asset management within the firm, which is made
easier by new ways to control connected assets through smart solutions. Hyperconnected
business allows the use of X-as-a-service models in many different domains.

6.

P
 latforms

The larger social role of platforms and the effects of platforms for business are discussed in
Theses 2 and 3, so what is described here are the more technical business definitions in brief.
Generally, platforms can be divided into three categories:
●

Internal platforms focus on companies’ own operations, services and products. Internal
platforms are assets organised in a common structure, which helps the company
produce efficient and innovative operations, products, and services.

●

External platforms are extended to include partners and collaborators in a platform that
is specific to some purpose of the host company. External platforms create an innovative
business ecosystem, where innovators can develop complementary products,
technologies or services.

●

Providers or platform owners open up platforms to any third parties, and parties can
often collaborate on the platform without the need to necessarily interact with the
platform owner. In general, hyperconnected business allows for more advanced and
open platforms, where operational efficiencies and value creation among actors as well
as research and innovation, can be generated at a faster pace than before. When media
platforms are taken into consideration, companies’ ability to direct behavior and people’s
choices around what they buy and who they interact with is considerably greater than
before.

Hyperconnected technologies affect how organizations create value and what kind of strategic choices
are available, directing companies towards more sustainable and resource smart ways of doing business.

The above figure shows the six value creation models as strategic choices, through which
individual companies make use of the new hyperconnected business environment. It is
important to realize that there are vast amounts of underlying devices, sensors, applications,
and other technology that are not discussed in depth here. These underlying technological tools
can be termed the “technology stack” (e.g. Porter & Heppelmann 2014). In short, it captures the
technical features that the processes, products, and services require: data, analytics, real-time
connectivity, cloud-services, application platforms, sensors, databases, network communication,
product software, product hardware, application of external information sources, and ways to
integrate all these to business systems.
Through analysis of these six value creation models, companies can gain more in-depth
understanding of how they can benefit from the hyperconnected technologies. All materials
related to this part of the research are available at www.hyperconnectedbusiness.com, where it
is also possible to create your own personalised report on value creation in the hyperconnected
world.

3.

Four business cases towards digital

paradise
Business cases from TDP are technology-oriented, in the sense that all of the cases wish to
push new, disruptive technology to existing business cases. Having many different potential
customer segments showcase the multiple opportunities present for the technologies developed
in the Digital Paradise -project. This, in turn, means that the essential step for these cases is the
identification of a key customer segment and then focusing on the value proposition that is
specifically relevant for this customer segment. This is a critical step towards a successful
business model.

1.

Nokia’s KUHA

Nokia’s KUHA provides a simple and affordable mobile network to areas without coverage, or
places where it is too expensive to deploy mobile networks. Here, the emphasis is in the local
mobile networks with no connection to outside world. The services could for example enable
connection in small communities consisting of 3000-5000 people. Even though this was only a
local network, it would still connect these people with each other and enable local services.

2.

Ambient communication service

Skandal Technology is developing an ambient communication service, which uses intelligent
lighting service to attract people's attention, guiding and providing information for them. Potential

scenarios include public spaces, large premises and other environments, where people need to
be communicated with (route finding, promotional services, other communication via intelligent
lighting service).

3.

Modular smart floor

Nextfloor is an integrative modular floor structure that helps to bring sensoring systems and
utility connections exactly where they are needed without costly construction work and
permanent structures. The product is based on roll-to-roll manufacturable, flexible LED luminaire
concepts.

4. Smart shopping malls
Working with outside ecosystems and parties, the Towards Digital Paradise -project arranged a
themed workshop in cooperation with Napapiiri Hub. The purpose was to see what could be
achieved with the technologies developed in the TDP retail domain and what could be the
different scenarios in the future mall. These business scenarios are implementations of cases
1-3 in the retail domain:
●

Chameleon Mall: The concept of the future of malls, that turns them into highly
adaptable spaces.This is done through analytics, adapting usage and dynamizing the
expression. For example, better shopping experiences are created by personalization of
the experience.

●

Virtual one time bonus token: The concept is based on getting information about
consumer needs without compromising privacy. Virtual one time bonus token is a digital
platform for malls with API’s for chains. If a customer grab a card when entering the
shop, it profiles the customer automatically and help in treasure hunting. It is
personalized, instant card, that makes the experience of shopping entertaining and helps
to do ethical choices.

●

Fitting room cafe: The concept brings the benefits of online-shops into the physical
walls and makes the shopping experience easy and fast. It refers to modular cells
(“fitting room cafes) with printed mirror-like displays with AR. It offers to customers good
way to test products, get purchase recommendations and find out which products are
available.

4.

The process of open innovation

In the Towards Digital Paradise -project, the co-creation process was done in seven different
phases to create an open and meaningful atmosphere for new innovations between different
partners. First five of those phases were implemented in 2017. The process is based on an idea
of a world of widely distributed knowledge, where companies cannot afford to rely entirely on
their own research, but should instead cooperate with wide range of stakeholders, such as
researchers, users and other companies.

Phases of the process
PHASE 1: Identifying business concepts
The process started by identifying potential business concepts and the points of collaboration
with companies and researchers.
PHASE 2: Creating shared vision
In voluntary collaboration for innovation happening between different types of actors, it is very
important to be explicit about the motivations of each actor and to find a shared vision that gives
a clear reason for the collaboration. Finding a shared vision and a common objective helps to
build trust that is crucial for sharing ideas, information or resources and working together.
However, the shared vision cannot just be stated by an individual actor, but it needs to be
formulated together, which we did in the workshops. Another important factor that needs to be
achieved is the spirit of the collaboration, as it is crucial to understand that we are not competing
with each other.
PHASE 3&5: Developing business models
With identified business concepts we worked together with the methods of co-creation to find
out the business potential of these concepts. We did this together with researchers, business
experts, potential customers and users, and created service models for technology products
and roadmaps to enter to markets. Part of these phases will be done during 2018.
PHASE 4: Creating ecosystem in Peloton Club
The important phase of the process was to build open and trust-based model, where partners
are able to ideate, transfer and even transform knowledge more openly than in conventional
innovation collaboration. In Peloton Club, the companies were able to present their concepts, as
well as find new partnerships and customers.

Four tools we used in the co-creation sessions
Speakers’ insight: Understanding business development, food for thoughts
Canvases: Asking right questions, document and visualise thinking, structure working
Mentoring: Helping to solve the challenges, widen the perspective
Peer mentoring: Helping to widen the perspective and answer the questions

5. Conclusions
Hyperconnected technologies change how companies do business and create value, by
gathering more precise insights for better decision-making. In the era of hyperconnected
business, we have an unprecedented amount of data available. This means that we are
able to coordinate resources and produce value in new ways.
Hyperconnectivity enables a new framework of value creation, as demonstrated in the six value
creation models in this briefing paper. Additionally, to create successful business cases in the
changing competitive environment, we need to understand the following conclusions.

1.

Digitalization and other megatrends require more resource efficient ways of operating.
Companies in all industries are affected by this change.

2.

Nevertheless, digitalization and the new environment do not necessarily change the
basic tenets of strategy: to gain competitive advantage, companies have to be able to
differentiate themselves to command a price premium and operate at a lower cost than
their rivals, or both. The value proposition for the paying customer needs to be clear.

3.

The New Competitive Environment is defined by the opportunities allowed by
Hyperconnectivity - the Internet of networks, people, things, machines, and computers
enabling intelligent operations using advanced data analytics for transformational
outcomes that redefine the landscape for individuals and organizations alike.

4. To gain successful business cases, instead of technology push, understanding on
users and changing environment are needed.

5.

To reach the previous point, co-creation in an ecosystem is a good tool. This requires
openness and trust between all the partners involved in the ecosystem.

6.

About Naked Approach & TDP

The Naked Approach strategic opening will start a research and
development path towards a significant paradigm shift in the relationship
between us: the humans, the citizens, the users and the digital world: a
change from gadget centric to user centric and gadget free Naked digital
interface. In our vision, the digital surroundings will form an “omnipotential”
environment around the user, providing all the information, tools, and
services that the user needs in his or her everyday life in the Hyper
connected society of 2020’s and 2030’s. The research program is built on
the strong Finnish assets: the Nordic excellence in the user centric design,
and the globally respected excellence in ICT, including the emerging technologies in electronics
manufacturing and integration. Our project team covers the major Finnish research institutes:
VTT, Tampere University of Technology, Aalto University, the University of Lapland, and the
University of Oulu, complemented with Demos Helsinki, an agile partner for the emerging
businesses and future needs research. See more at www.nakedapproach.fi.
Towards Digital Paradise -project develops new businesses
that are related to sensor technology, help to solve societal
problems and are based on Nordic values such as trust,
privacy and participation. The project is part of a Naked
approach -project, where Finnish universities develop sensor
technology, energy harvesters and printed electronics. In the
Towards Digital Paradise -project, researchers and
companies find ways to commercialize new technologies.
Demos Helsinki is responsible of finding future business
models that create Nordic perspective to gadget-free society.
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